
 

 

 

 

HECS Aquatic announces brand restructuring 

HECS Aquatic LLC- a Nevada USA based company- is announcing brand and product 

restructuring to occur during 2019. 

Since 2012 the HECS Aquatic line of wetsuits and dive gear has being headed and managed by a 

licensee- Galvani LTD of New Zealand. The parent company HECS LLC (based in Oregon USA) 

and Galvani Ltd have agreed to discontinue the license. Instead HECS LLC itself will now manage 

the HECS aquatic brand”.  

HECS Aquatic, LLC will begin a complete product and brand restructuring and will introduce 

new innovative and more affordable aquatic options to be marketed through the companies 

HECS Wildlife brand as well as a redesigned HECS Aquatic brand. 

The current HECS wetsuit offering will be available while supplies last through the HECS Aquatic 

website and supplied by Galvani LTD. Once that supply is gone HECS Aquatic will continue to 

offer custom made to order wetsuits through the custom shop while the new HECS aquatic line 

is being developed. 

HECS President Mike Slinkard stated “While our partnership with Galvani yielded incredible 

exposure of the HECS brand into the spearfishing and aquatic research markets we feel that as 

the creators of HECS patented StealthScreen technology HECS Aquatic, LLC is better suited to 

bring all underwater enthusiast the incredible benefits of HECS technology.” HECS Aquatic, LLC 

will be redesigning and revaluating the entire aquatic line and will strive to produce an 

innovative and more affordable product line. This process will take some time and we are 

asking our many supporters and fans to bear with us during this time.” 

About HECS LLC- HECS SteathScreen technology was founded in 2010 and holds 5 patents 

pertaining to blocking the body’s natural occurring electrical output. It is known than many 

species of animals, birds and fish can sense these extreme low frequency energy fields and use 

them to tell living beings from inanimate objects. HECS technology effectively blocks these 

fields so people can experience nature in its most natural undisturbed state. 
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